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Thailand
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Population (2019): ~150,000 registered // City area: ~50km2 (475% growth in designated boundaries since 1953)



Bottom-up Principles used in Udon Thani
(1) generate plans that mitigate 
against future unknown scenarios in 
a way that doesn't require us to 
predict the future; and 

(2) identify vulnerabilities to 
potential future scenarios; 

(3) provide a collaborative 
framework for risk informed decision 
making under deep uncertainty.
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1. Choice of future climate projection is deeply uncertain
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Plans must be Efficient and Acceptable: 
1. Acceptability has cultural, legal and social aspects. 
2. Risk communication is important for planning under deep uncertainty
3. Standard economic approaches + incremental costs for ‘robustness’ or ‘flexibility’
4. Added costs may require ancillary benefits (think: multi-purpose projects)
5. Decision makers like to evaluate options and not ‘black-box’ solution
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CRIDA FRAMEWORK
A planning framework that is coupled with a ‘Level of Concern’ analysis about the uncertain future



Stress tests: Uncover vulnerability 
domain & test effectiveness of plans

Stress Test: Run many iterations of 
hydraulic model simulations to discover 
when/how it “breaks”.



A collaborative process informed by risk 
assessment and management 



Thank you
Udon Thani Mayor, Itthipol
Treewatanasuwan, opening 
remarks at a workshop to 
share lessons with Lao PDR 
city officials
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